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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zj136ZguDkU


DARK RIDE

The Dark Ride is a typical  attraction for 
famil ies in which various transportation 
systems fol low a shady path with high level 
scenography and with different types of 
special  effects .  An evergreen r ide where 
entire famil ies or groups of fr iends go on an 
immersive journey together .

Dark Ride

VERSATILTY

CUSTOMIZATION

FLEXIBILITY

Dark Ride can be developed both for parks 
- following the layout of a specific building - 
and for travelling versions which are
compact and fast to assemble. 

We can supply the complete ride from the 
building to the transportation systems, from 
the scenes to the interactive systems. 

The particular attention to the whole family, 
that has always distinguished us, made us 
concentrate mainly on Family Rides and 
in this specific case on transport systems 
offering various possibilities of shapes and/
or combinations.

DARK RIDE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLOvf3JGkYg


TRANSYLVANIA TOWERS

Width:  35m    
Depth:  14m 
Max height:  12m
No. 13 Vehicles (2 seats) 
Dual rai l :  163m 

Suspended 
Dark Ride

GHOST HOUSE - TRAVELING DARK RIDE

Width:  32m     
Depth:  10 .5m
Max height:  12m
No. 10 Vehicles (2 seats)  
Dual rai l :  125m

Dual rai l  mounted on the roof ,  giving our 
guests the experience of a f ly view over

the scenes and a swing motion on
uphil ls/downhil ls .

DARK RIDE
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DARK RIDE

The structure of the Dark Ride is completely 
bui lt  in construction steel .  The transportation 
system is based on 12 suspended cars, 
with a path on No.  2 levels and customized 
scenography which is developed in detai l 
accordingly to the specif ic needs of the 
customer,  to mix the classic ghost train 
experience with a storyboard that dictates 
the guidel ines of the most modern Dark Ride. 

Mystery
Mansion
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RWMjLIZ5Go8


Suspended
Cars

2/3 Seats 
Monorail

DARK RIDE

Our suspended cars give a real ly immersive 
experience,  including the feel ing of f ly ing, 
a soft  swinging motion,  360° rotation, 
interactive systems and special  effects 
on board on demand. Al l  bodies can be 
customized fol lowing the customer’s needs. 

SCREAM CARSUSPENDED CARS
2/3 SEATS 

SUSPENDED CARS
4 SEATS 

PIPISTRELLO CAR 

SCREAM CAR 

2 adults + 1  chi ld
(3 passengers x 1  row)

2 adults + 1  chi ld
(3 passengers x 1  row)

2 adults + 1  chi ld (3 passengers x 1  row)
Included in the f iberglass body some 
carbon f iber components 

2 or 3 passengers x 1  rowsSuitable in 2 versions: 
4 adults x 2 rows
2 chi ldren in the front and 2 adults
in the back 

DARK RIDE

The 2/3 seats monorai l  car can be f itted in 
smaller places and it  does not require a big 
free structure.  With the possibi l i ty to add 
interactive systems and some effects on 
board.  Al l  body parts can be customized to 
adapt to the customer’s needs.
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DARK RIDE

4 Seats
Cars 

The 4 seats cars are suitable for both on 
monorai l  and dualrai l  tube track.  This type 
of car gives the guests addit ional options 
such as the bending effect ( incl ination of the 
dualrai l) ,  360° rotation,  interactive system and 
special  effects on board.  Al l  body parts can be 
customized to suit  the customer’s needs.
ADA seats avai lable on demand.

6 Seats
Cars

DARK RIDE

The 6 seats cars are suitable for both on 
monorail and dualrail tube track. 
This type of car gives the guests additional 
options such as the bending effect (inclination 
of the dualrail), 360° rotation, interactive system 
and special effects on board. All body parts 
can be customized to adapt to the customer’s 
needs. ADA seats available on demand.

UNTERLANDET CAR SALIMGARH CAR

TRUNK CAR

POLICE CAR

4 adults (4 passengers x 1  row) 
Body real ized to suit  in the smaller 
places

4 adults (2 passengers x 2 rows) 

4 adults
(2 passengers x 2 rows) 

6 adults (3 passengers x 2 rows)

OCEAN PARADISE CAR 

HAINAN CAR

6 adults (3 passengers x 2 rows)

6 adults (3 passengers x 2 rows)
Higher car body in order to decrease 
the free structure of the car .
No.  2 opening doors.
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